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Editors Note
Welcome to “The Dawn of the New Age” we are living in uncertain times.
With lock downs, masks, vaccines and boarder restrictions. Australia and the rest
of the world is in need of a savour and I am not talking about a god like one but
something or someone to bring back our normality that we had one year ago.
I’m not saying that the fashion, swimwear or culture editorials that LaMode magazine have published, are going to do that, but I would like to think that, what I
have done here is a form of entertainment that I hope will take your mind away
from what predicament you maybe in. Not only here in Australia but wherever
you are in the world.

Fashion is a funny subject isn’t it. No matter how hard we try or how hard we

I’m first and foremost a photographer a creator, now videographer/ editor that
loves to create images and videos that not only entertain, but also project a narrative with the series of pictures or video’s that I shoot.

we are going to look in the morning, without thinking twice about it. When we
wake up depending on what day it is, we think to our self “What am I going to
wear today”?

So as this is my editor’s note and introduction of the 3rd issue of LaMode, I am not
sure if I will be creating an 4th issue in 6 months-time.

So why is fashion so important to us?

I sure hope that I am able to do that, as that would mean that I have created
enough content to design number 4 which would be another fantastic experience for not only myself but for all my readers.
My love for photography and now video & video editing is something that I will
always love no matter what, which will mean that you may see a slightly different
direction for LaMode magazine.
I am sure you would of seen the videos that have been posted that have accompanied the editorials, but with the future of content, that seems to be moving
more and more to video to get our messages across, you may see more motion
narrtives as sole editorials as laMode posts it’s live content.
Editor in Chef
Geoffrey Chuah
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Why
is
Fashion
so
Important to Us
don’t try, we always seem to have a personal style? And it comes from how we
view fashion as an industry.

A lot of the time we don’t even think about what we are going to wear and how

I think one of the reasons why we think about what we are going to wear each

day regardless if you are into fashion or not is that it is an expression of our personality when we get dressed.

Everyone loves to dress up and some of us more than others, some of us not so

much but what we all have in common is that we dress for the occasion, wedding, casual, going out for dinner or just popping out and having coffee with
some friends we all dress for the occasion. And we all seem to have that endless
wardrobe that can cover for that outing, or most of us that is. But why do we
have this fascination with getting dress appropriately for that??
Is it because we don’t like to look out of place when we go out or is the fashion
that we are wearing an extension of our personality? I would like to think that it
is a bit of both rolled into one.
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I know that here in Sydney we don’t really like to be out of place when we dress

for any occasion and I know that we certainly don’t like to over dress and being casual is more the norm for most Sydney siders, but if you were to jump on
a plane to NYC, not that we are really able to do that at the moment but if we
could, we would find that the fashion in NYC would be so different to what we
wear here in Sydney for example any New Yorker will tell you they will dress
to impress even if they are walking down the road to have a coffee date with
whomever they are meeting up with. So why is that so many New Yorkers dress
up to meet up with a friend to have a coffee? There are so many reasons we
could touch on but the main one and this is only my opinion, and that is we all
like to dress to impress, don’t we?? I think that answer is true, and I would like to
think that most New Yorkers when their budget allows for it will buy clothes that
makes them look and feel good. But that comment could be the norm anywhere
in the world at the moment.

either online or in the shops, we have to have it just like food, music or the latest
Apple product, we have to have it, fashion is no exception to that. Maybe it is the
“now” that it is the latest on treat jacket, dress or printed t-shirt. Fashion like most
genres, is something we love to keep track of and up to date with. But do we buy
clothes because we need it, or do we buy clothes and everything else that comes
along with it, because we want it. I think to myself before I buy?? Is it a need or a
want, most of the time it is a want, only because you have the money, and you
want it? Sounds familiar doesn’t it, or it may have something to do with building
up that wardrobe so we can show it off to your friends or online to your Instagram/Facebook audience that you may have, either way we are obsessed with
buying new products.

So too sum up this essay of mine the fashion industry has gone through a very

that the society that we live in really dictates how we portray our self. And not to
mention the culture we that we are used to living in as well. We wouldn’t wear
a three-piece suit if we were going hiking in the Himalayas, we would dress accordingly to the weather, wouldn’t we? I think the answer to that is “yes” and that
no one likes to look or feel out of place, which is the reason why the society we
are from or grew up in is so important to how we dress and why we dress the
way we do.

tuff time in the last 9 to 10 months, like all business you have to change to survive and selling clothes, shoes, bags and what not is no different to any other
industry. Some, brands have sadly not been able to stay afloat, while others have
had to rework their business model to make the money that is required to pay
their margins. I can see there is going to be a massive shift to reducing the number of releases that brands have each year, meaning that most of the top brands
will have 3 seasons when they will release their products, Summer, mid-Summer
and Winter. That will most likely be the norm till the world has recover from the
economic down fall it has been in since the pandemic.

I know that my music taste really had a influence on me when I was growing up

Let’s hope that it won’t last that much longer and that we can get back to being

But back to the overall question of why Fashion is so Important to us, I think

and watching all these rock videos made me want to dress in black and grow my
hair long, basically I was trying to emulate my rock hero’s, and by the way, nothing has changed to this day, and that was when I was a teenager and I still dress
and look like that today, funny how things don’t change:LOL, I feel different on
the inside but not on the outside, in saying that fashion changes from season to
season and we dress appropriately to that, and with the occasion as well.
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Fashion for some of us is an obsession, we see something, and we have to buy it

able to shop in the malls when and where we want and not have to worry about
wearing a mask or have too social distant. Here’s to the vaccine roll out to all the
nations that have approved it and taking it to the next step we so badly need.
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What you wear is how you present yourself to the
world, especially today, when human contacts are so
quick. Fashion is instant language.” —Miuccia Prada

Fashion
introduction
The fashion section for this third issue of LaMode Magazine is a tad

different to what we are used to reading from the past two issues.

As this is a coffee book style presentation of the fashion imagery of the last
6 months the styling represents the season that they were shot in.

Winter and Spring are the two dominate features here to look out for. I

know that it is the middle of Summer here in Australia so matter where
you are in the world, I hope that doesn’t put you off from flicking thought
the pages and enjoying the photography and accompanying blurbs.

The overall Styling for these editorials, has a causal twist to it with a touch

of flare to create the mood of each season which is Winter for the first two
editorials with “Where Poetry meets Fashion” and “From day to Night”
with the last editorial “Are you to Social” touches on Spring.

On a side note, fashion is a point of view. It doesn’t matter if you are a

designer, model, photographer or whatever you do in the fashion industry
we use our creative talents to get our message across. And this is LaMode
magazines point of view.
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Where
Poetry
Meets

Fashion
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Well with Covid-19 not going away anytime soon, we have to look at

where certain industries are at the moment. A lot of the population are still
working from home, some of them are slowly going back to work in the office or wherever your place of work may be. But one thing is for sure is that
the fashion industry has changed, and as long as the virus is around, the
way we shop for clothes is never going to be the same for the unforeseeable
future.

What we wear is something of high value to what we spend our money

on. So, are we going to spend more money on clothes that are going to
feel and look comfortable oppose to an item or items that are more or less
going to be out of dated in a few months because we are going out less? I
think it could be a combination of the two. We all want value for money,
even before Covid hit, so shopping for essential items is not only going to
make our eye candy a reality but I think it could be more of trying to catch
the bargains that are floating around on the internet as well as in store.
But that doesn’t mean that consumer buying won’t jump back up. The new
financial year is fast approaching and with that is always a little bonus. I
think most brands are going to drop their prices a tad to allow us to spend
more, and therefore increase their revenue. I think either way, we will
and can find something that we love and want enough to spend our hardearned dollars on.

But putting all that aside, shooting this very special editorial for LaMode

was fun. I hope you also enjoy the photographic essay of Anna Clair from
Chadwicks models
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Rhiannon Dress by Arnhem
12

Take Me Home Jacket by Daisy Says, Heart shaped Jewlery, stylist own

13

Chequered Jump Suit and Take Me Home Jacket by Daisy Says
14

Beatnix Skirt and Love Love Love long sleeve T-shirt by Daisy Says

15

Wild Thing Dress and Here We Go Again Jacket by Daisy Says
16

17

Fleetwood dress and Abby Jacket by Arnhem
18

Photography and Styling by Geoffrey
Chuah
MakeUp and Hair by Angie Sher
Anna Clair@Chadwick Models
Clothes by
Arnhem
Daisy Says
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From
Day
to
NIght
20

Denim Jacket & Brown dress by Brixton

21

22

Tiger leaf Dress by J.Crew, necklace & bracelets stylist own

23

24

White jacket, White Top and Pink Trousers by Nicola Finetti

25

26

White Jacket by Nicola Finetti, earring stylist own
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28

Dress by J.Crew

29

30

White Dress by Nicola Finetti

Sliver/GreyDress by Nicola Finetti
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The side effects of Covid-19 for the media industry is something that no

one would of dreamed of, but at the same time it sort of had it coming for
a while. With the digital landscape as it is, we look at our phones/devices
more than we would read a magazine which is one of the reasons why the
age of the printed magazine is dying.

Bauer media which was bought out by Mercury Capital for around a cool

50 million, then dumped 8 publications ……. Harpers Bazar, Elle, Woman’s Health were to name a few. They said that they would place the jobs
back into the company but there was no word on when and where that
would happen. It was sad news in an industry that really needs an injection of public interest to boast it back into the limelight which will in turn
hopefully get Mercury to reopen these magazines, even if it is in digital
form, when the economic landscape is better. That is the best that we can
hope for??

Moving on to something that is a lot more up lifting than what I just

wrote about, and that is that LaMode magazine will now have new section
were we will show-case fashion and swim videos that have been shot for
LaMode on the day when we shoot our editorials. The videos will also be
include in Culture story’s as well. All very exciting and something to look
forward to, as many people don’t really like reading the captions or in this
case the blurb. Which is the reason for the introduction of LaMode Motion.

I hope you enjoy the editorial “From Day to Night” featuring the stunning
Sophie Barrah, watch how she moves from shot to shot before she runs off
to her night out.
Photographer and Stylist: Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup and Hair: Jaque Di Condio
Model:Sophie Barrah@BellaManagement
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Gold spotted Dress By Nicola Finetti, Sun glasses and Bracelets, stylist
own
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Are
you
to
social
34

Dress by J.CREW, Shoes by SAM BAG, Khaki Silken Banddolier hip bag by SANDS BEAST
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Is being famous on social media actually being famous??
How is that for food for thought, I would to think that being famous is actually

something that you are well known for, like being a well know actor, musician or a
sports person to name just a few.

You would think that there is a bit more skill in gaining 100,000 followers or more

not just by being cute or being a model that wears a bikini every time that they post
on Instagram or Facebook. I also may add that there isn’t too much skill in bouncing
around a room flashing different parts of your body to the world and gaining a big
following that way.

Being famous to me and I think to a lot of other people is having a skill that you can

engage with to the public. I have met a few famous people in the music industry, and
can I say that we can leave it at that, maybe it was me having a huge expectation of
that musician or it may have just been the moment? I think it was the moment when
I was thinking that when you are famous for something and you go to meet that
person, you get different thoughts running around in your head hoping that they
will be this cool person when really they are just like you and me. They have feelings, emotions just like everyone else and you may have caught them on an off day.
Which to me makes them human, as if they weren’t anyway but to think that they
are some super-human is something we should not be thinking at all.

So why does social media make out that influencers who have a huge following

seem like they are so untouchable? Well my answer to that is money. Plain and simple, you pay someone to promote your product and if you can get your return on investment then they have done their job and turned them self into a famous person.

So the next time you see a Instagram profile with a 100,00 plus following, ask yourself this? Are they there for the money or are they there to be famous for
being famous??
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Kaftan by TOLU, Shoes by SAM BAG, Khaki Python Lobby Cross Body Bag by SANS BEAST
38

39

Mint Jacket by J.CREW, Gold Chain by SHOWPO
40

Shirt Dress by J.CREW
41

42

White Dress by J.CREW, Khaki Python Lobby Cross Body Bag by SANS BEAST, Shoes models own
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Photographer&Stylist-Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up Artist-Charlotte Ravet
Model-Lea Fallecker

44

Jump Suit from J.CREW, Earring and Shoes are
models own
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What
has
Social Media
done
for
Society

Take a minute to look back on what your life was like before you had

a mobile device or maybe not that far, but to turn back too what life
was like when you didn’t have Facebook or Instagram. Some of us have
grown up with social media and it is a way of life. For some of us we
have seen it grow from a fad to a necessity. But for the most part, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and the rest of the social media platforms are
essential items on our phone.

How much time do you time do you spend scrolling down your phone,
checking out meaningless posts or logging on to your Facebook or Instagram to past sometime while you are on the way to work or traveling
to where-ever you wanted to go.

Take another moment and think about how much time you spend on

it and what you achieve in the time you spend on your social media???
I think you know the answer to that don’t we? Well I can tell you that
according to Google, the average adult spends 3 hours a day on social
media, and that was in 2020. That is a lot of time of your day to spend
scrolling through your phone, and most likely not be productive in any
way that is going to make your day easier or better, not too sure if I have
made a point here but we do spend a lot of time on our phones …....
don’t we??

So, what has social media done for society or another way of looking

at it, what has social media done for you. On the flip side to that question is, I can tell you one thing what social media has done for me. And
I would like to think these are the positives and that is what I would like
to focus on in this essay, and that is that it has allow me to keep in contact with people that are close to me and far away, it has also enabled
me to re-connect with people that I have met in my past and keep in
contact with, and not to mention sharing the good news, bad news, the
good times, and bad times with all my friends that are on social media.
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Social media has moved our generation forward in a way that I don’t

think, any of us would have dreamed of when it landed on the internet.
For example, it has boosted business, elevated normal people to social
media stardom, and that is only a couple of examples of what Instagram
has done in the last 4-5 years, when that platform first landed, no one
would have thought you could make 1000’s of dollars off a picture and a
caption.

But what has social media really done for society as a whole, really? It

has brought us closer together as a community and that wouldn’t just
be locally but also on a global scale.

Social media groups have popped up everywhere, that is one of

the many things Facebook does exceptionally well and that is bring
like-minded people together and bond them in a way where you don’t
have to meet them in person. You join a group because you all have
something in common with everyone in that group, so you can chat to
like-minded people about that subject. But on the downside of things,
it can start arguments and make things a tad ugly if it gets out of hand.
But like myself I love social media for what it is worth and can’t see myself jumping off it anytime soon, for the simple reason is that I am a visual person and I tend to spend more time story telling on Instagram than
writing a comment or posting an update on my status on Facebook.

But what do we really want to achieve every time we log on too social

media?

Maybe it’s connected with another person you have formed a close

relationship with, or update yourself with the latest news, engage with
some of your followers to keep them amused or try and attract more
likes and followers.
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What has social media done for you? Dear I say this, but it has dimin-

ished our attention spans to the point where can’t or don’t want to concentrate for more than 30 seconds. Google, say’s our concertation spans
have dropped from 12 to 8 seconds in the last 20 years. One would unfortunately think that social media has a lot to do with that.

We scroll, till we find something that we like, or we find interesting then

if it does interest us, we may read it or if it is a video, we will watch it, but
if it doesn’t engage us within 8 seconds then we move on, so why do we
do that? Maybe it has something to do with our emotions, if it engages
us, then we continue to watch or read it but for the most part if drags
on and doesn’t amuse one’s self in a way that we go “wow” then we stop
reading or watching it and move on to the next potential meaningless
article or video.

What makes a good post then? I think it is something that will make us

laugh, cry or let us draw some kind of emotion from what-ever we are
reading or watching, most of all it has to be entertaining in a way that
we can draw something from it.

But what would we do without social media? ……We would be more

productive and not look at our phones every time a notification pops
up, more to the point our concentration span would be longer than few
seconds.

I leave you with some food for thought, has social media made your life
more interesting or has it made you wanting more.

Love social media or hate it, it is here to stay.
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Swimwear
Introduction
This section of the magazine is always hard to shoot for the one fact
that LaMode Magazine is trying to cast a different model for each editorial and not just shoot the prettiest or jaw dropping model.
I would like to think that the two models that were shot for the swimwear section, and you will notice that one of them is “Sophie Barrah”
who we shot in the editorial “ From Day to Night” was cast to show that
not all models have to look commercial with drop dead body’s to star
in a swimwear editorial. I wanted to show our readers that you can look
desirably amazing when styled in clothes as well as in swimwear.
The second model Sarah Green, I cast for editorial with the intention
that she fitted my narrative that I was wanting to project to the reader.
Sarah is an actor/model, who I Loved working with and the images really showed that.
There is no swimwear essay this year, I may bring that back for the 4th
issue of laMode Magazine, but that depends if we get that far (cast your
mind back to my editor’s note)
But doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy the swimwear section.
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Kiss
Me

Gently
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Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup Artist-Krishelle Galang
Model-Sophie Barrah@Bella Management,
Social
Swimwear by Contessvolpi
60
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As we draw closer to 2021 I am sure everyone cannot wait to see the back
of 2020, you may want to reflect on what 2020 has done for you in a positive way? Because where there is a negative there is a positive no matter
how you look at it you can always abstract something good from a bad
situation. If analysed in a way to make you better.

Moving on to something that not only I love to do but also everyone that I

work with likes to do and that is, create engaging jaw dropping images, and
I am not just talking about when we work on LaMode Magazine but when
ever the amazing talent I work with, work on their own projects or with
any other creatives.

So this leads me to introduce my latest editorial “Kiss me Gently”
Sun, Sea Spray, and Good Vibes. Sophie Barrah nails it again for LaMode
Magazine.
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It’s
Never
Good Bye
Only
Hello
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What a year, I think everyone knows that!!! When I published the second

issue of LaMode, The Second Coming, I wrote in my editor’s note that if
you are put into a negative situation, you should try and gain something
positive from it.

I think this year has not been any exception?? It has been dam hard for

some of us and with Melbourne going into stage 4 lock down that ended
up being drawn out for 4 months, I am sure that would of had an effect on
a lot of people. Not being able to leave the house after 8pm and only being
able too exercise for an hour a day, that was only a couple of things that
Melbourne wasn’t able to do during that period.

But on the flip side of things working from home and applying new skills
that you may of learnt whilst you are in lock down would have had a positive effect on not only the ones who used their time wisely, but taking
something from there time in lock down.

I hope you all achieved something that was on a positive note this year. I

know I had my ups and downs and you would of as well, but to gain something up lifting from 2020 would of been a bonus or gain, meaning that
you would of learnt something about yourself or made a stepping stone
towards creating something bigger and better. I am always one to make a
plan so I can make things happen and develop into whatever I am working
on into something bigger and better.

Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup Artist-Angie Sher
Model-Sarah Green
Swimwear by Cinamon Swan
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Culture
Introduction
I seem to have a bit of an obsession with the sea as you
will notice as you flick though the following pages of
this Culture section.

Most photographers will have a favourite subject to

shoot and mine is the beach and everything else that
comes with it.

It doesn’t really matter what time of the day I shoot it is

all about the subject matter that gets framed within my
lens. I think that the beach is only a grounding block for
me to shoot, there are always so many, what I would like
to call micro subjects in and around the beach that you
can capture that can enhance the photograph.

I haven’t always chosen the beach as my mean subject

for my culture editorials but what I have chosen is a
subject matter that works for each editorial that is cohesive for this issue. I hope that makes sense as I know
that the last 12 months for everyone hasn’t always gone
to plan.
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Riot

Passion
Protest
Riot

there was a riot when he was arrested: uproar, rampage, furore, tumult,
commotion, upheaval, disturbance, street fight, melee, row, scuffle, fracas,
fray, affray, brawl, free-for-all; violent disorder, violence, mob violence,
street fighting, vandalism, frenzy, mayhem, turmoil, lawlessness, anarchy;
North American informal wilding.

Protest

the Black Lives Matter march, was given the go ahead on Saturday, we had
a massive influx of people come into the city of Sydney, to protest for human rights. Again I am all for this and I want to see change in society to
make sure that we all get treated fairly regardless what colour or sex you
are.

But I think it is really selfish and unfair that the millions of people that

have worked really hard and for some people have lost there jobs and businesses. To see a possible spike in the curve that we have sacrificed so much
for. There as so many other ways to stage a protest that will make more
noise and make you the general public stand up and be counted. We could
of started a petition on social media or petitions that could of gathered
some momentum so we can then forward them on to the right people who
would then try and make sure that we don’t have any prejudiced towards
anyone our society that we live in.

(stress on the first syllable) |1 voters humiliated the government as a
protest against high public spending: objection, exception, complaint,
disapproval, disagreement, opposition, challenge, dissent, demurral, remonstration, expostulation, fuss, outcry; railing, inveighing, fulmination,
protestation.
ANTONYMS support, approval

Derek Chauvin

Passion

Anyone that decides to join the police force they do it because they want

the passion with which voters attach themselves to a particular political
party: fervour, ardour, intensity, enthusiasm, eagerness, zeal, zealousness,
vehemence, vigour, avidity, avidness, feeling, emotion, fire, heat, fieriness,
fierceness, excitement, energy, animation, gusto, zest, zestfulness, spirit,
spiritedness, commitment, fanaticism, violence; rare fervency, ardency,
passionateness. ANTONYMS indifference, apathy
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I am a strong believer in standing strong in what you believe in. So when

I would also like to add that not all the police around the world are like
to help people and that is by helping keep law and order in your community, so you can walk around at any time during the day and feel safe and if
for what-ever reason you do need them they will be there to help.

On a side note the following images were taken down at Coogee Beach

on Saturday the 6th June on what was a beautiful Winters day, and if these
images can lighten up someone’s day and make you feel more motived to
enjoy the outdoors in some shape or form then I think I have done my job.
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Coogee
Bay
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Olympic Park,Sydney

Hidden
Treasures
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Life is what you make of it isn’t it?
So, when I create an idea to shoot for LaMode, I don’t think about of what
I am going to shoot but how I am going to shoot it and what kind of message I am trying to communicate to my audience. That is why post-production in any stills or motion work is so important. Not to mention the
photographer’s vision and the message he or she is trying to convey in the
images or motion work that they have created.
So, for this Culture editorial I shot the historic Olympic Park. It has been
a place that I have wanted to document for LaMode for quite a while. So,
after finding the time to spend a few hours to walk around and shoot the
location. This is how my eyes dropped down and documented Olympic
Park.
A lot of people wouldn’t think that this place which is 20 years old, would
still look slightly empty but still have enough energy to able to create a cool
atmospheric filled images. I have to admit that flipping them to black and
white when in post was a thought process of “I need to make these shots
look more punchy and cinematic which I think I have done but also at the
same time create a story that will be eye catching yet still have a narrative
to it. Not to mention editing a video to help add another dimension was
something I was always going to produce.
Enjoy “Hidden Treasures “
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How
You
Can
Shine
Through
The Clouds
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The

Gold Coast
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It’s funny how we reset our lives every 365 days. I
mean we can have a crap house of a year then boom,
we can reset it by numbers.
We all love Summer just about has much as I love
shooting landscapes or a scene I may see in the street
or while I am traveling, not that I have been able to
do much of that lately. What I am getting at is that
we Iove the reset button that the human brain has, it
doesn’t matter if it is the end of the year or jumping
on a plane or in a car and getting away from everything for a bit. To do exactly that: reset and bring back
some prospective on life that we may have lost over
the last few months or in this case, the last year.
So when I got the chance to travel up to my beloved
Gold Coast, last month I didn’t hesitate one minute to
do so. Even thou it was for only two days it was great
to shoot another Culture editorial for LaMode and
create what I think is a pretty cool video as well.
So I do hope you can immerse yourself into the visuals that I have captured, and regain some energy to
smash the goals you have set yourself.¬
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Do
You
Need Prosepctive

Bring things into prospective, that is something a lot of us don’t do is it.
And I am talking about taking time out every now and then and stepping
back and having a look at where you are in your life and how you are doing? What I am talking about is, are you achieving your goals in your time
frame and or are you going in the direction you want to be heading? You
could break that down into a S.M.A.R.T goal, I may save that for another
mind blowing blurb LOL.
 ell I can tell you something when I decided to document Manly again,
W
you see I did Manly way back in 2014, it was one of my first Culture editorials. I shot it all in black and white and continued to shoot my culture
editorials in black and white for many years, which was my prospective on
how I saw things back then. Now a days it is more about creating and capturing images that are eye catching and touching the artist eye. That can be
translated too, I prefer to shoot in colour now, opposed to black and white
due to the plain fact in that is how I prefer to see the world at the moment,
don’t get me wrong I still love creating black and white imagery and I always will but for now I prefer to shoot in colour.
As you may of noticed I have been shooting a lot of beaches over the last
couple of months and loving it, mainly due to the fact that I love the beach
and I have been walking a lot as well and if you put the two of them into a
blender this is what you get!!! A Manly to Queenscliff walk, shot in colour
though the eyes of a photographer.
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Contributors
A publication is nothing without the people who help create the editorials
that you see in this issue.
The Brands
Daisy Says
Arnhem
Brixton
J.Crew
Nicola Finetti
Sands Beast
Tolu
Sam Bag

The Swim Brands
Contessvolpi
Cinamon Swan
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The Make-Up Artist
Angie Sher
Krishelle Galang
Charlotte Ravet
Jaque Di Condio

The Models

Sophie@Bella Model Management
Sarah Green
Anna Clair@Chadwicks
Lea Fallecker

Special Mentions
Joseph Tenni
Kerri PressMay
Natalie Watts
Francesca Walker
Rihanna Dorling
Nicola Finetti
Kelly Powell
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